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Abstract  

The practise of analysing and extracting 

meaningful information from enormous Data 

mining is the process of analysing large 

amounts of data. Data mining is employed in 

a variety of businesses, including banking, 

retail, and pharmaceuticals. medicine, 

agriculture, and so on. In agriculture, To 

examine the different biotic and abiotic 

elements that impact crops, data mining is 

used. Agriculture is the most significant 

industry in India, and it provides the bulk of 

job opportunities. Choosing the correct crop 

for their land is one of the most prevalent 

problems that Indian farmers face. As a result, 

they are seeing a significant decrease in 

output. Precision agriculture has given a 

solution to this dilemma for farmers. 

Agriculture that is needle precise Precision 

agriculture is a contemporary farming 

technique that employs research data on soil 

characteristics, soil types, and crop yield 

statistics to advise farmers on the best crop to 

grow based on site-specific criteria.Precision 

agriculture is gaining popularity. 

1.Introduction 

Crop suggestion is a new generation bubble in 

agriculture that is mesmerising the public. 

Farmers are sometimes uninformed of the 

kind of crops that should be cultivated on their 

properties. This creates a great deal of 

ambiguity and has a negative influence on 

productivity. This is why we're focussing our 

efforts on selecting the best crop to grow in 

order to maximise output. We compiled a 

dataset by collecting data on rainfall,  

 

climate, and fertiliser from a variety of 

sources across India. 

 

When various environmental and 

geographical aspects are taken into 

consideration, we will have a better 

understanding of crop trends. This data may 

be used to train a machine learning model that 

will forecast the best crop to grow in a given 

region. The agriculture industry has the 

potential to be transformed by machine 

learning. By anticipating the correct crop to 

be farmed, we will aid farmers in deciding the 

raw materials and other resources necessary 

much sooner than they would have 

otherwise[1]. 

 

This would solve the problem of nutrient 

deficiency in fields caused by improper crop 

planting, which can affect production 

efficiency in a number of ways. India 

continues to fall behind in the development of 

modern solutions for agriculture, which 
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accounts for roughly half of the country's 

revenue. If India's agriculture industry wants 

to reach new heights, more scientific 

solutions must be promoted. 

 

The model's main purpose is to give farmers 

the greatest crop-growing advise possible, 

taking into consideration factors like soil 

composition, climatic parameters like 

temperature, humidity, and rainfall, as well as 

geographical effect. 

 

The rise of digital agriculture and related 

technologies has resulted in a slew of new 

learning possibilities. Remote sensors, 

cameras, and other associated devices will 

collect data throughout an entire farm or area 

24 hours a day, seven days a week. These will, 

among other things, maintain track of plant 

health, soil conditions, temperature, and 

humidity. These sensors will create a vast 

quantity of data. Farmers may gain a better 

understanding of the situation on the ground 

by utilising cutting-edge technology to offer 

them with more exact and fast information 

about their position[2]. 

2.Literature survey 

For this project's literature review, the team 

sought for and examined numerous patents, 

research papers, documents, newspapers, and 

magazine articles from various settings. 

Sardar Maran[1] investigates the 

requirements and strategies for developing a 

software model for precision farming. It dives 

into the foundations of precision agriculture. 

The authors start with the basics of precision 

farming before going on to developing a 

model to back it up. This study proposes a 

paradigm for controlling variability on small, 

open farms at the individual farmer and crop 

level using Precision Agriculture (PA) ideas. 

The ultimate purpose of the concept is to 

deliver direct advising services to even the 

tiniest farmer at the level of his or her lowest 

crop plot, utilising the most accessible 

technologies available, such as SMS and 

email. This model was developed for Kerala, 

where the average holding size is 

substantially less than the rest of India. As a 

result, this model may be utilised in different 

areas of India with few modifications. 

 

Pradeepa Bandara [2] looks at assortment 

algorithms and how well they function in 

precision husbandry yield prediction. These 

algorithms are used to anticipate a soya bean 

crop's production based on data collected over 

several years. The methods used in this article 

for yield prediction include Support Vector 

Machine, Random Forest, Neural Network, 

REPTree, Bagging, and Bayes. The result 

reached at the end is that bagging is the best 

algorithm for yield prediction among the 

above-mentioned algorithms since its error 

deviation is the least, with a mean absolute 

error of 18985. 

 

 M. Heibloem [3] discusses the importance of 

crop selection as well as the elements that 

influence it, such as production rate, market 

price, and government policy. This work 

provides a Crop Selection Method (CSM), 

which addresses the crop selection problem 

while also increasing the crop's net yield rate. 

It recommends a series of crops to be planted 

throughout the course of a season, taking into 

account weather, soil type, water density, and 

crop type. The accuracy of CSM is 

determined by the expected value of 

influential parameters. As a result, a 

prediction approach with increased accuracy 

and performance is required. 

Prof. Rakesh Shirsathand's study [4] 

established a framework that allows clients to 

choose which crop to cultivate. The system is 

a membership-based system with 

individualised information for each enrolled 

rancher. A module in the framework retains 

information from past harvests obtained from 

various sources and provides a coordinated 

crop that can be planted. The entire procedure 

is accomplished out using fictional neutral 

processes. Finally, a criticism framework is 

included so that the designer may make any 
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required changes if the rancher runs into any 

problems when utilising the framework. 

As explained in article [5, RSF is a proposal 

framework for farmers that incorporates an 

area location module, an information 

investigation and capacity module, a trim 

developing database, and a physiographic 

database. The comparable area discovery 

module finds places that are similar to the 

client's and compares the harvests that have 

been planted in those areas. Similarly, the 

client's ideas are developed utilising the 

comparability framework. The area 

identification module uses the Google API 

APIs to get the client's current location in 

order to find comparable locales. The 

framework, on the other hand, discourages 

clients from providing feedback in order to 

enhance the process. 

As a result of globalisation, Rishit Hemant 

Dabhade [6] highlights the need and why they 

are moving towards precision agriculture [7]. 

Precision agriculture is the practise of farming 

on a site-by-site basis. Despite the fact that 

precision agriculture has progressed over 

time, it still faces challenges. As previously 

said, in order to obtain a better outcome, site-

specific techniques of such systems must be 

controlled. Only a few of the outcomes are 

assigned a numerical value. Nonetheless, 

farming is vital since any failure or error 

might result in catastrophic resource and plant 

destruction. 

This research presents a way in which all of 

the relevant factors are addressed 

simultaneously and a solution is developed so 

that the system is not unduly complicated for 

the user. Unlike other models proposed by 

previous researchers, this system considers all 

of the major factors that are essential for plant 

growth and processes them all at the same 

time using various algorithms, whereas other 

models consider only parameters at a time 

while keeping the other factors constant, as 

stated earlier in the sentence..  

 

Some tests, for example, are carried out to 

assess the rate of evaporation and how 

limited water affects plant development. As 

a consequence, we get a derived equation[8]. 

 

ETo = K pan × E pan 

 

ETo: reference crop evapotranspiration 

 

Kpan: pan coefficient E pan: pan evaporation 

 

 

There are considerable constraints despite the 

availability of an equation [9]. This is most 

likely to be done for a smaller piece of 

property. This is not suitable for 

commercialization since if the cultivation 

area is lowered, the profit will be limited. The 

second restriction is Sri Lanka's average 

rainfall, which is typically sufficient for a 

wide range of crop kinds to thrive without a 

lack of water. As a result, while the water 

level isn't the most pressing issue, other 

difficulties are. Because the essential 

environmental variables have a reciprocal 

relationship in plant growth, it would be a 

problem if there was enough water for plants 

but no warmth. 

The goal of previous research has also been to 

forecast the optimal crop kind. After the 

farmer or user has grown the anticipated crop 

kind, the system's work is completed. The 

technique proposed in this paper, however, 

includes a feedback mechanism. Even after 

selecting the best crop kind, the system can 

watch plant development and offer feedback 

if the farm is undernourished. To allow the 

user to take the necessary precautions ahead 

of time. 

 

3. Methodology 
3.1 Dataset Collection  
A healthy plant requires a specific 

temperature, humidity, soil pH, sunlight, and 

soil moisture. In order to have a successful 
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harvest, certain criteria must be satisfied. 

Such requirements, however, may vary based 

on the plant type. Sources for the initial data 

collection included the Department of 

Agriculture [2], numerous agriculture books, 

agricultural web sites [1], and other 

publications and research papers. By training 

the crop recommendation model with this 

data set, the accuracy of the crop 

recommendation model was improved. 

 

                           

                                           
 
This research presents a way in which all of 

the relevant factors are addressed 

simultaneously and a solution is developed so 

that the system is not unduly complicated for 

the user. Unlike other models proposed by 

previous researchers, this system considers all 

of the major factors that are essential for plant 

growth at the same time and processes them 

all at the same time using various algorithms, 

whereas other models consider only 

parameters at a time while keeping the other 

factors constant. 

 

 
Fig 1: Data plot of soil moisture using 

Linear Algorithm 

 

 
The graph shows soil-specific characteristics 

collected from the Polytest Laboratories soil 

testing lab in Pune, Maharashtra, India. 

Marathwada University also provides 

comparable broad crop data sources. Our 

model looks at groundnut, legumes, cotton, 

vegetables, banana, rice, sorghum, sugarcane, 

and coriander, among other crops. The 

number of instances of each crop in the 

training dataset is shown. The following 

characteristics were assessed: depth, texture, 

pH, soil colour, permeability, drainage, water 

holding capacity, and erosion. 
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Fig 2: Data plot of Sunlight (lux) 

using Linear Algorithm 

 

3.2 Crop Prediction  
Because climatic conditions differ by area, a 

machine learning model is used to predict the 

best crop variety for the given plot of land. 

Machine learning methods [8] are used to 

train the crop suggestion model using data 

from the Arduino sensors in order to choose 

the ideal crop to cultivate with the best chance 

of growing. The Nave Bayes and Support 

vector machine approaches are used to select 

the best crop type. 

This model was used to determine what sort 

of crops the farmer should grow. This is 

achieved by examining variables like as 

humidity, temperature, soil moisture, pH 

level, and sunshine. The system basically 

proposes four crop kinds based on the above-

mentioned criteria using two machine 

learning methods. 

 

Naive Bayes [9] - Naive Bayes is a model-

building approach for classifiers that gives 

class labels to issue situations represented as 

vectors of feature values, with the class labels 

chosen from a finite set. 

 

The support vector machine approach (SVM) 

[10] aims to find a hyperplane in N-

dimensional space (N = the number of 

attributes) that categorises the input points 

clearly. 

 

3.3 Collecting Environment Factors  
To compare and predict the original data set, 

the ambient factors must be acquired. 

Environmental data is collected using 

Arduino microcontrollers. Data is obtained 

using four sensors since the temperature and 

humidity sensors are each made up of a single 

microcontroller. The sensors are a sunlight 

intensity sensor, a soil moisture sensor, a soil 

pH sensor, and a humidity and temperature 

sensor. The sensors are connected to an 

Arduino Wi-Fi module, which sends the data 

to a database. Before being passed on to the 

next component of crop advice and stored in 

a database, the data is cleaned and processed 

using clustering and other techniques. 

 
 

      Fig4: ESP32 Block Diagram 

 

The ESP32 comes with a hall effect sensor. 

The hall effect sensor can detect magnetic 

field changes in its surroundings. The 

sensor's results can change positive or 

negative depending on which magnet pole 

confronts the sensor. 

3.4.1 Soil Moisture Sensor 

Soil moisture sensors assess the volumetric 

water content of the soil. Soil moisture 

sensors indirectly measure the volumetric 
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water content by using another property of the 

soil as a proxy for the moisture content, such 

as electrical resistance, dielectric constant, or 

neutron interaction, because direct 

gravimetric measurement of free soil 

moisture necessitates the removal, drying, 

and weighing of a sample. 

The link between the measured property and 

soil moisture must be calibrated, and it might 

vary based on environmental factors such as 

soil type, temperature, and electrical 

conductivity. Reflected microwave radiation, 

which is used for remote sensing in hydrology 

and agriculture, is affected by soil moisture. 

Portable probing instruments are useful for 

farmers and gardeners. 

 

Soil moisture sensors are sensors that measure 

the volumetric water content of soil. Soil 

water potential sensors are a different type of 

sensor that monitors another aspect of 

moisture in soils called water potential. 

Tensiometers and gypsum blocks are 

examples of these sensors. 

 

3.4.2 Temperature And Humidity 

Sensor 
Temperature and humidity sensors are the 

most often used environmental sensors. 

Humidity sensors, often called hygrometers, 

are one sort of humidity sensor. These devices 

are used to determine the actual level of 

humidity in the air at any given time or 

location. These devices are commonly used in 

environments where air quality is poor or 

when air quality must be managed for a 

number of reasons. 

 

Humidity refers to the presence of water in the 

air. Not only may the amount of water vapour 

in the air affect human comfort, but it can also 

affect numerous production processes in 

industrial environments. In the semiconductor 

industry, for example, moisture or humidity 

levels must be carefully regulated and 

monitored to enable effective wafer 

fabrication. Humidity control is beneficial to 

incubators, respiratory devices, sterilisers, 

and biological goods. In addition, the 

presence of water vapour can affect a range of 

chemical, biological, and physical processes. 

 

3.5 Monitoring and Feedback  
This suggested system product would 

primarily identify four sorts of crops based on 

the environmental characteristics of the 

specified piece of land. The soil condition or 

any other changes in the chosen land, on the 

other hand, would be the explanation for the 

above-mentioned crops having a probability 

of higher than 90%. However, the system 

incorporates the farmer's feedback 

mechanism to prevent these factors from 

impacting crop forecast. 

 

Following a crop type suggestion, the farmer 

is requested for extra information and 

feedback on a regular basis via the mobile 

application, which is utilised to advise the 

farmer with important protections. The 

feedback mechanism is used in the mobile 

application to offer the relevant input by 

selecting the crop type. As a result, the 

general accuracy and dependability of the 

product improves over time. 
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4.Summary  of  existing  

approach 

 

   

                        
 

 

 

5.Conclusion  
Our study will help farmers improve 

agricultural output, avoid soil degradation on 

cultivated land, reduce chemical usage in crop 

production, and better utilise water resources. 

Our future efforts will be focused on 

improving the data set by adding more 

characteristics and including yield prediction. 

 

In a modern context with less area and less 

understanding of agriculture, all factors are 

studied from the perspective of the farmer and 

the plant, and the farmer is suitably directed 

until harvesting. Before picking a plant to 

grow, it is necessary to have knowledge and 

understanding of the elements that govern 

plant culture, as well as how to manage or 

regulate them. This technology evaluates 

these characteristics automatically before 

selecting the crop type to be planted. 

 

On a monthly basis, the farmer is asked for 

feedback on the plant's cultivation. As a result 

of the feedback, the system self-trained, and 

its accuracy increased over time as more data 

was acquired. This method removes the 

requirement for a specialist's assistance while 

also lowering the amount of maintenance 

necessary. As a consequence, no additional 

financial expenditures will be incurred by the 

user as a result of using this system. 

The investigation shows how various 

computers can anticipate a variety of climatic 

phenomena, including temperature, 

rainstorms, and precipitation, and finds that 

genuine systems can do so. We present a 

method for analysing soil data utilising 

multiple computations and forecasting 

methodologies in this paper. We feel that 

further research is needed in the agriculture 

business to increase accuracy, based on the 

findings of this study. Using group ways to 

guarantee that the framework is more accurate 

is a good way to go. We may also utilise SVM 

if we just need to evaluate a single 
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computation for the proposal framework 

because to its basic computing needs.. 

6. Future Work 
It can contribute to the system's functionality 

in a variety of ways. It now uses important 

environmental components as inputs and 

proposes a crop for production that is well 

matched to the environment. The Automation 

component, on the other hand, might be used 

as a feedback response system as a next step. 

Based on the farmer's demands, this may be 

altered to change humidity, water level, and 

other things. It presently accepts all 

environmental components as inputs, but as 

an extra feature, an algorithm may be 

constructed to predict one factor using two 

other factors. As a result, the sensors' initial 

installation costs will be reduced, and they 

will be easier to maintain. 

In terms of future score, farmers may have 

issues or disease crops before harvesting 

when they seed a certain crop. The crop 

photographs and the soil report can then be 

uploaded. The AI model may then recognise 

the problems and make recommendations for 

possible fixes. 

 

We may also provide IoT solutions through 

APIs or virtual agents that connect farmers 

with raw material merchants who can provide 

them with the items they want, such as seeds 

and fertilisers, based on the crop predicted by 

the model. 
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